
Patents and portents
Until the 6th century raw silk was
brought to Europe from China. To protect
their monopoly the Chinese authorities
forbad the export of silkworm eggs, on
penalty of death. In 533/4, as related by
Procopius, the Emperor Justinian I had
some eggs smuggled into the empire and
established a silk industry that effectively
destroyed the Chinese trade. The example
illustrates the way in which state monop-
olies promote smuggling, and trade
secrets threaten trade. Far better, it might
seem, to introduce patents and copy-
rights, which encourage private citizens
to make their secrets known, in return for
a short-term monopoly of their use. And
when protected by treaties, patents will
both spread economic knowledge, and
facilitate friendly competition. 

The earliest recorded patent was granted
in England in 1449, and patents protect-
ing inventions for 14 years were exempt-
ed from the 1623 English Statute of
Monopolies (which ended the practice of
monopolies granted by the Crown). Since
that time, however, patents and copy-
rights have been absorbed into the
broader notion of ‘intellectual property’,
along with trademarks and trade secrets,
thus creating a vast and amorphous legal
category that breeds confusion and con-
flict on every side. As originally conceived,
neither patents nor copyrights governed
ideas: the one protected useful inventions
while the other protected the written
word. But already in the sixteenth century
two Italian mathematicians, Tartaglia and
Cardano, attempted to claim monopoly
rights to a purely intellectual acquisition,
the ‘cossist algebra’ — a form of calcula-
tion that speeded up book-keeping. 

This case, which never came to court,
anticipates contemporary conflicts. In the
information economy certain kinds of
knowledge, encoded in simple algo-
rithms, are vital for market entry, and the
attempt to assert a monopoly over their
use will present an unprecedented barrier
to economic transactions. Hence a conflict
has arisen, between those like Open
Source, who advocate open access to the
computer code, and those, like Microsoft,
IBM and British Telecom, who are trying
to claim code as intellectual property, in
order to demand a rent for its use.

The expanded concept of intellectual prop-
erty also encourages the patenting of exist-
ing resources. Turmeric has a long-standing
medicinal use in Indian pharmacy. Nobody
ever thought to patent what is after all not
a human invention but a gift of God. But
the possibility of extracting the active
ingredient in turmeric means that a team
of researchers could try to patent the tradi-
tional cure. The case failed, as Utkarsh
Ghate explains (inside). But it parallels
recent attempts to patent the genetic code
of plants and animals and to claim as
‘intellectual property’ things that have
existed as commons for centuries. With the
advent of genetic engineering the idea of
an organism as ‘intellectual property’ looks
more credible. And the WTO’s world-wide
protection of ‘trade-related intellectual
property’ threatens to lock farmers who
have planted GMOs into a twenty-year
rent on their produce. 

By contrast with such examples of ‘intellec-
tual property’, trademarks seem to be a
refreshingly innocent way to claim exclu-
sive rights. While a patent protects a prod-
uct, a trademark merely protects a brand.
It does not prevent a competitor from sell-
ing comparable goods under another
name and its value is not stolen from com-
petitors, but earned through trade. For
that very reason a trademark, unlike a
mathematical technique or a genetic code,
can be stolen — the surest proof that it
really is a form of property. Dealers in
counterfeit goods both cheat their cus-
tomers and steal the profit that belongs to
the owner of the brand. Industries where
the principal investment has been in brand
loyalty rely on trademarks for their global
outreach, and as a result are threatened by
vast networks of counterfeiters around the
world. In Europe clothing and footwear
companies are estimated to lose 7.5 billion
Euros a year to counterfeiting — twice as
much as is lost through the illegal copying
of licensed software.

Copyright and licensing have the same
innocent appearance as trademarks: with-
out them the labour of producing a book,
a play, a symphony or a computer pro-
gramme goes unrewarded. Yet the cases
shade into those complained of in this
issue by Becky Hogge, and the current 70
year rule for copyright (the result of
intense lobbying from Hollywood) has
proved a heavy burden to scholarship and
scientific research. The time has surely
come to recognise that the concept of
intellectual property has become over-
stretched, and that we need a new legisla-
tive regime that will protect what needs
protecting and free what does not.
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The Institutions of
intellectual property
Keith Goodenough
To lawyers Intellectual Property now
means patents, copyrights, trademarks,
and trade secrets, all of them intangi-
ble, the products of applied thought
rather than abstract speculation, and
regulated by governmental law .
Patents have been protected in the US
from the outset. Section VIII paragraph
8 of the Constitution offers ‘to promote
the progress of science and useful arts
by securing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusive right to
their respective writings and discover-
ies.’ Internationally intellectual proper-
ty is secured through Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS)
and the Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT). TRIPS is an attempt by the World
Trade Organization to enforce intellec-
tual property rights worldwide.  The
PCT, enforced as part of the laws of
each signatory, and administered by
the World Intellectual Property
Organization of Geneva, provides for
the patent applicant a reasonably sim-
ple and more economical alternative to
filing a separate patent application in
each signatory country.  

Patents do not privatise knowledge. On
the contrary, they serve to place it in
the public domain. An inventor trades
his natural right to his own ideas,
which he could have kept to himself as
a trade secret, by putting them on the

record. In return the Government offers
him a limited period of protection, dur-
ing which it forbids others to make use
of his ideas. In this way patents actually
foster public knowledge, and prevent
what could otherwise be a perpetual
secretiveness.in commerce.

To be patentable an invention must be
useful, novel, and non-obvious when
compared with what exists already.
Should the inventor, perhaps after
searching the records of the United
States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO), believe that his invention is
patentable, he, or his agent qualified to
practice before the USPTO, prepares and
files at the USPTO a patent application.
The application is then allocated to an
examiner.

It is disturbing that many inventors
today cannot afford the protection of
intellectual property law beyond the ini-
tial stages. Full protection costs many
thousands of dollars to obtain and
maintain. Thus  the system has become
the territory of the large corporations.

Once issued, the patent is valid, subject
to payment of maintenance fees, for
twenty years (14 years for a design
patent) during which the patentee has
the sole right, not necessarily to exploit
the invention, but to prevent others
from doing so.  

Keith Goodenough is a patent lawyer,
practising in America.

Ideas and value
Tony Curzon Price
The case for the creation of Intellectual
Property (IP) is that while good ideas
are hard to come by, they are easily
copied once revealed. This leads to a
dilemma: how can we incentivise the
producers of ideas while also taking
advantage of their magical inexhausta-
bility? For inventors, IP is the equivalent
to the old land grants to encourage
adventurers.

Do we need stronger IP protection, as
Hollywood and the technology
behemoths have been arguing?
Microsoft, SUN and IBM have been
lobbying Brussels for extensions to
patent law that will broaden the scope
and ease of patents, especially software
patents. 

Schumpeter, Hayek and Braudel: 
The case for stronger IP is
Schumpeterian: technological advance is
fuelled by the titanic battles of one
monopoly challenging a previous
monopoly in ‘waves of creative destruc-
tion’. Zeiss's dominance in optical
microscopy is overshadowed by IBM's in
electron microscopy. Patents allow the
newcomer to create a new monopoly.
The company that I founded,
Arithmatica, has staked out some prop-
erty in the neighbourhood of machine
addition. We add numbers in a new and
faster way; our patents allow us to visit
our more powerful neighbours like Intel
and IBM, show them our property and
explain to them how it might enhance
their own. The patents have also
allowed a room-full of mathematicians
to enjoy an atmosphere of competitive
problem-solving and the satisfaction of
building the world's best adders.

Maybe we need weaker IP protection?
Hayek sides more with the anarchists in
the IP wars. He suspects that patents are
used to buy monopoly positions that
will hamper creativity in a conspiracy
against competition and the free-flow
of information. IP is theft.

The lobbying shenanigans of Big Tech
certainly seem to confirm Hayek's suspi-
cions. IP legislation is another front in
the gentle war of corporations to
remain ascendant. ARM, the UK-based
leader in the processors in mobile
phones, was an IP minnow 15 years ago.
The company acknowledges that ‘you
cannot be a processor company without
patents’, because the established
companies will eventually challenge a
newcomer: ‘show us you have the cre-
dentials to be in our club, or we will

assert our IP strength against you,’ goes
the threat. ARM diligently went about
acquiring patents to avoid the legal
fight. These were acquired not for the
intrinsic value of the ideas, but as chips
in a poker game. Patents serve the pur-
pose of defending and defining the
insider-group, and keeping it small
enough to maintain profitability.

The technical successes of the anarcho-
libertarian Open Source movements add
to the Hayekian suspicions. These are
disparate groups (like gnu, creative-
comons, linux, gutenberg) devoted to
bringing about in the digital realm the
Nietzschian dream of ‘making all good
things common property and freely
available to the free-minded’. A vast
quantity of cultural and technology
products are now available outside the
realms of traditional IP protection.

Hayek or Schumpeter? Creative
destruction or destructive creation? Big
Tech or anarcho-geek? The questions
are too starkly posed: IP protection is

social engineering, and therefore invites
\emph{bricolage} (or ‘hacking’, as the
geeks would say). Braudel traces the his-
tory of the institution of patents to the
pragmatics of power: how can the
emperor encourage a wealthy trading
family to devote scarce capital to the
mining of silver in Silesia? By granting
exclusivity through an imperial patent.
This is pragmatics, not principle.

Other ways to foster creativity: 
We want to encourage innovation in
specific areas - maybe Malaria vaccines?
Offer taxpayer funded prizes. We sus-
pect that large corporations abuse the
system for anti-competitive ends? Make
incremental patent claims more expen-
sive, even limit the total number of
claims a corporation can own to, let's
say, 20,000. 

When the American West was being
colonised, Congress offered 1 mile
either side of the tracks to the railroad
companies. When that was not enough
to have railways built, they upped it to
2 miles. But they never made the mis-
take of thinking that there was an
immutable right to territory for whoev-
er builds access. Nor should patent law.

Tony Curzon Price is an economist, patent
holder and founder of Arithmatica. 

Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950) Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942)
Friedrich A. von Hayek (1906-1992) The Constitution of Liberty (1960)
Fernand Braudel (1902-1985) Civilization and Capitalism 15th-18th Century 
(written 1977, published 1985).
Tony Curzon Price has written more extensively on the subject of patents and open source code  
see his web archive: http://www.curzon.com/~tony123/board/viewtopic.php?t=90



profits of an existing trade, by patenting
the knowledge on which it depends. 

India at the front line
Thus Western firms have repeatedly and
sometimes successfully tried to patent
biological products by claiming innova-
tive technology, but without authorisa-
tion from or profit sharing with the tra-
ditional users. For example the United
States granted patents to a local compa-
ny in the nineties for marketing the
turmeric powder for wound healing. The
Indian government opposed the patent,
claiming that though this use of turmer-
ic was novel in the United States, it has
been known in India for millennia. The
Indian action was successful, and the
patent was revoked, as was a European
patent over commercialization of pesti-
cide from Neem tree seed oil. An
American patent over marketing of the
fragrant Basmati rice was also largely
revoked, with a plea to use other names
such as ‘Textmati’ for rice grown in
Texas. The invasive attempt to monopo-
lise profits from an existing and natural
product has become infamous as
‘biopiracy’ — a way of stealing from
developing countries their principal eco-
nomic asset, which is their biodiversity.
In response, however, developed coun-
tries have charged developing countries
like India with ‘reverse engineering’ of
patented medicines or electronic goods
and their marketing at low coast even in
Europe or America as generic products,
so causing massive loss to the patent
holders. India is thus at the front line of
the patent wars.

Patent Wars
Utkarsh Ghate
India has been a centre of trade-related
conflicts for millennia, as the Gulf and
European powers wrestled to control the
trade routes of silk and spice — both
products of India’s rich biological diversi-
ty. The trend continues today with minor
changes. The attempt now is to control
profits rather than physical access, while
preventing Indians from marketing any
western products freely. Cornering the
profits from a trade is more feasible in
the modern context than controlling
material flows or trade secrets. 

The development of the legal concept of
Intellectual Property Rights has facilitat-
ed this. The original idea was to reward
investors for sharing their secrets with
the public, so encouraging free competi-
tion while protecting research and
development. Thus the UK patenting sys-
tem encouraged many innovators to reg-
ister their innovations in exchange for
exclusive rights and royalties from com-
mercialization, such as Edison was later
to obtain for the electric light bulb. But
intellectual property rights today often
permit outside investors to corner the

Restoring creativity
Such wars profit neither party, and the
Indian government is actively cooper-
ating in the movement for reform. The
UN International Convention on
Biological Diversity of 1992 requires
the Prior Informed Consent (PIC) of the
country of origin for exclusive com-
mercialization of a biological product.
India enacted a biodiversity law in
2002 to establish a National
Biodiversity Authority (NBA) to grant
PIC, collect royalties and distribute
them to providers or conservers of bio-
diversity or traditional knowledge. The
government of India also developed a
Traditional Knowledge Digital Library
comprising smart translations of tradi-
tional pharmacopoeias covering over
20,000 medicines from 1,500 plant
species. This library is to serve as a
basis for securing favourable access
and benefit sharing terms. It has also
established a National Innovations
Foundation that registers over 10,000
oral, informal innovations annually in
order to protect their commercializa-
tion. The Tropical Botanical Garden
and Research Institute of the Kerala
state government has shared benefits
with the Kani tribal community in
exchange for developing a plant
known as Jeevani as a rejuvenating
tonic, on the basis of knowledge pre-
served by the Kani tribe. Such collabo-
rations surely offer the model for
future development of biological prod-
ucts, and are far more likely to benefit
human nutrition and health than the
conflictual methods of the biopirates. 

intellectual property
rights today often permit
outside investors to
corner the profits of an
existing trade . . .

The four aspects of IP (intellectual property):

Patents: There are three types of patent available. The most
common are utility patents which protect the functional aspects
of inventions. Design patents protect only the designed shape
of useful items, and plant patents protect propagation rights.
An idea is not patentable until developed into an invention. A
patent is valid for 20 years (14 years for design patents).

Copyright protects what are essentially original works of art,
writing and decoration, and gives the creator the exclusive right
to distribute the work publicly, subject to certain reasonable use
by others of their lawfully owned copies. Depending on
whether the creators are independent or hired, the period of
protection can be up to 120 years from creation.

Trademarks are words or symbols that identify exclusively the
goods marketed by the trademark owner. The purpose of trade-
mark law is to protect the goodwill and reputation in commerce
of the trademark owner, and the trademark must have been
used in commerce to be valid without registration. For an extra
fee one can register a trademark intended to be used in com-
merce in the future.

Trade secrets differ from the rest obviously by having no public
record. This has the disadvantage that they can be protected
only by extreme vigilance. They are used to avoid the time limit
on patent validity by some manufacturers of soft drinks and cos-
metics and also by proprietary computer programs based on
secret source codes. However copyright law has recently been
changed to confirm protection for programs while their source
codes remain trade secrets, possibly frustrating reverse
engineers.                             Summary by Keith Goodenough.

Patents and Patients
Avik S Roy
It is often claimed that the pharmaceutical industry consists of
predatory profiteers, who use their patents to put a tax on human
suffering. In fact, the vast majority of drug companies have little or
no revenues (dozens of small companies fail each year), and spend
nearly all of their operating expenses on research and develop-
ment. Indeed, the cost of developing a new drug has skyrocketed
due to the burdens of regulation. The average drug advanced into
human clinical trials has a less than 1% chance of reaching the
marketplace. In the late 1970s the average marketed drug cost $54
million to develop. Today, it stands at $802 million.

While drug companies are to be commended for voluntarily pro-
viding these difficult-to-develop medications to impoverished
countries at cost, it is understandable that they are sometimes
reluctant. In the European Union, member countries are explicitly
allowed to import drugs from other member countries (and, de
facto, from non-member countries). Drugs that are given away in
Africa are therefore often resold to Europeans at a huge profit.
Manufacturers need safeguards against such practices, but the EU
has been unwilling to provide them. 

In India, where the pharmaceutical industry has long subsisted on
cheap knockoffs of Western drugs, the World Trade Organization
now requires generic companies to honour pharmaceutical
patents. As a result, Indian companies are turning their consider-
able scientific skills to generating innovative, patented therapies
instead of generic copies of others’ medicines. The cause of
patients everywhere has been served by this development.

Avik S Roy is a health analyst.

Utkarsh Ghate is a botanist, writer and active participant in international trade relations.
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openDemocracy’s debate ‘The people -
versus copyright’ edited by Becky Hogge
(above) is a rich source of opinion on
patent, copyright and creative commons.
http://www.opendemocracy.net/
media-copyrightlaw/debate.jsp

The database for the US Patent and
Trademark office is available online.
http://www.uspto.gov/patft/index.html

Global Drug Giants Rediscover India.
Pfizer http://www.pfizerindia.com/news-
room_giants.html. A company press
release (August 23, 2004 ) explains that
patent legislation makes India a desirable
place to open offices and laboratories.  

Does TRIPS deprive Africans of affordable
drugs? http://www.globalpolicy.org/soce-
con/bwi-wto/wto/2002/1201panos.htm.

Utkarsh Ghate (inside) is active in the
Community Enterprise Forum, India. E-
mail: utu000@gmail.com

Publications
Inventing the 20th Century: 100 Inventions That Shaped the World by Stephen Van
Dulken, Andrew Phillips (introduction). New York University Press (2002). An engaging
read that describes 100 inventions, the patent and the story of the discovery.

Protect or Plunder: Understanding Intellectual Property Rights by Vandana Shiva. Zed
Books (2002). Gives an interesting account of the history of patents and calls for them to
be used creatively if at all.

‘Patent Valuation: Is Fair Market Fair?’ Jason O. Watson and David E. Martin. A paper pre-
sented at FOSSTEC/WMSCI, July 2005. A striking paper that suggests the integrity of the
patent system in the US is threatened by the multiplication of poor quality patents and
litigation. Proposes reform of the patent granting system in order to raise standards. Also
‘A History of the United States Patent Office’, Jason O. Watson, April 17, 2001. See
Watson’s website for some excellent insights: http://www.m-cam.com/~watsonj/

The Patent Office Pony: A History of the Early Patent Office by Kenneth W Dobyns.
Sergeant Kirkland's Museum and Historical Society, (1994). An introduction to the early
history of the U.S. Patent Offices, both Federal and Confederate.

‘Why We Should Reject Biotech Patents from TRIPS: Scientific Briefing on TRIPS Article
27.3(b)’ Dr. Mae-Wan Ho and Dr. Terje Traavik. The Institute of Science in Society.
http://www.i-sis.org.uk/rice.php (site also has articles on Golden Rice and other patent
issues).

Saving the commons
Becky Hogge

Since the commercial software industry
emerged around 1990, technologists
have argued that code is different
from other inventions: it does not need
protection by patents. In software cre-
ation, open standards — code as com-
mon knowledge — are the key to fer-
menting progress. To patent code is to
place disabling and unnecessary bur-
dens on software enterprise that can
kill its potential in this formative stage.

These fifteen years (a shorter timespan
than the average patent) have seen
the birth and maturing of the World
Wide Web, all thanks to a protocol
known as Hypertext Transfer (http).
Tim Berners-Lee, the man who con-
ceived the code that embodies this
protocol, did not patent it. Thus it
became an open standard: anybody
could use it to contribute new pro-
grammes designed to run on the web.
And use it they did — to the extent
that the multiplying, democratising
life-forms of the web now challenge
the dominance of corporate media and
orthodox models of economic activity.

Software programming has a relatively
low financial barrier to entry. It relies
on the manipulation of mathematical
algorithms between one man and his
machine. Progress in the sector takes
place in swift but discrete steps. Each
software programme builds on the last.
It is this environment that has allowed
rapid progress in the software industry
to enhance the utility and connectivity
of the computers people use in their
daily lives.

In the patent-free environment,
contributions to the common pool of

programming knowledge come from all
corners of the world, from the amateur
hacker working until 4am in his bed-
room to corporations leasing the most
expensive real estate in Silicon Valley.
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free
Software Foundation, likens reading a

piece of software code to walking
around a city — the expert eye will
recognise ‘architectural periods’, little
stylistic ticks that identify a piece of
recycled code with a particular time,
even place.

Software patents take chunks of code
out of this vast pool of shared
knowledge and lock them down using
intellectual property law. United States
case law already shows how companies
can use such patents to claim ownership
of code that had previously been
regarded as an open standard. The
effect is not simply to appropriate and
centralise a shared knowledge resource,
but to make it impossible to create a
new programme without infringing the
patent. Where software is concerned,
patents obliterate progress. Some lead-
ing architects of the software sector are
quite explicit about this. Bill Gates set
his stall out as early as 1991: ‘The solu-
tion is patenting as much as we can. A
future startup with no patents of its
own will be forced to pay whatever
price the giants choose to impose...
Established companies have an interest
in excluding future competitors.’ US
patent law has endorsed Gates’ aim,
while the European Commission is
currently forcing through a ‘Directive on
Computer Implemented Innovation’
which will replicate the American
example. 

Over the same period that the
Hypertext Transfer protocol was giving
birth to the World Wide Web, a new
school of programming was born: Open
Source. Within Open Source even tradi-
tional copyright protection is reversed:
programmers are compelled by a mech-

anism called ‘copyleft’ to distribute their
code freely, allowing others to copy it.
Within the programming community
code is shared without levy. Money
comes in from outside the community,
through the manufacture of hardware
and through companies contracting for
expertise, custom-design and support.

The theory behind Open Source is that
the ‘the more people with access to edit
the code — the quicker that bug gets
fixed. The model has proved a success.
Open Source has come to dominate the
backend of internet technology (the
humming Apache-run servers that cur-
rently power 68% of the web) and has
been creeping on to the consumer mar-
ket in the form of the Linux operating
system and Mozilla Firefox web browser.

The success of Open Source underlines
the fact that knowledge is a different
sort of resource to labour or land. While
these are finite resources, knowledge
can be infinitely replicated, and never
more easily than in the age of the inter-
net. The only tragedy of this commons,
it seems, would be to censor it using
strong-IP law. Because, as Open Source
has shown, a solid commons of knowl-
edge fosters a growing knowledge
economy around its edges.

Becky Hogge edits the Media & Net strand of
www.opendemocracy.net where a longer ver-
sion of this piece first appeared (see www.)

the more people with access to edit the code — the
quicker the bug gets fixed . . . 


